
Date and Time: estimated 12 pm, Sunday 4/27/14 
Location: Slot Couloir, Snoqualmie Mt
Number in Party: 2 backcountry skiers
Number hurt: 1 backcountry skier with 15 years of experience, partial burial
Start Zone Elevation: 6000 ft
Start Zone Aspect: North
Average Start Zone Slope Angle: 30 deg, Max angle: 40 deg,  Angle at trigger point: 40 deg
Location of subject relative to Start Zone: Middle track
Avalanche type: Soft wind slab, Snow Moisture: Dry 
Sliding surface: New/old
Size: R4/D2  
Avalanche Track: Gully
Trigger: Skier (AS)
Width of fracture: 30 ft
Height of Crown Face: 6 inches average, 8 inches max  
Vertical Fall: 1000 ft
Injuries: The subject suffered life threatening fractures of the pelvis and tibia/fibia
NWAC Forecast zone: Snoqualmie Pass
NWAC Avalanche Danger Rating in effect for start zone (near treeline): Considerable
Avalanche safety gear carried by subject (transceiver, shovel, probe, etc): Both skiers 
carried transceivers, shovels, and probes

Comments from NWAC (Dennis D'Amico)

An active avalanche cycle had occurred a few days prior to the accident with unseasonably cool 
snow levels and moderate snowfall mid-week. Avalanche conditions remained sensitive through 
Friday in the Alpental area but mid week layers were not involved in the weekend accident. 
About 6 inches of new snow fell Saturday night through Sunday mid-day with moderate wind 
transport indicated by the top Alpental (Denny Mt) weather station. Daytime warming likely 
helped slab up the new snow, ultimately resulting in a widely propagating soft slab avalanche on 
an upper elevation lee slope. The NWAC avalanche forecast is attached.  This is the first spring 
that NWAC has provided full weekend avalanche forecasts for late April after daily forecast 
operations have ceased.  Many thanks to Andy Hill and other local SAR for their outstanding 
efforts and time both in the rescue and in the documentation of the incident. 

Andy Hill, King County SAR

Snowpack and Rescue Description

In general, the area had seen recent warming/precipitation to cause natural slides on all aspects 
Thu/Fri previous to the accident.  This may have contributed to an understanding of stability as 
the larger storm cycles had passed with some movement/settlement of the layers; however, 
Saturday evening brought in 6 inches of snow accumulation at the 5,400 weather station with 
wind transport averaging in the 20s.  As a result, the overall surface conditions were highly 
variable with high spatial variability. Below this recent storm layer, the snowpack was showing 
uniformity, settlement, and reasonable stability.

During the rescue, hasty pits and snowpack tests were performed on the up routes to insure safe 
passage of rescue workers.  Rescuers were routed through the trees and lower angle slopes up to 
exit Notch of mountain. Evaluator's comments were: "A 6cm ice crust at 25cm depth (just below 
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exit Notch of mountain. Evaluator's comments were: "A 6cm ice crust at 25cm depth (just below 
the new snow from the night before) didn't seem to bond as well as I had expected, and we got 
some results within the endless mush of mostly isothermal snow below this crust, including a 
CT15 Q2 shear at ~55cm".  This was on the south aspect.  

On the north aspect (the same aspect of the accident) at 5,500ft, hand shear tests in the Notch 
uncovered localized 20cm wind transport layering with Q3 properties.  Ski cuts caused no slides 
and continued hand shear tests on all shoulders of the chute reduced any concern for a slide. 
There were consistent findings of well bonded surface snow with little evidence of potential 
movement. To reduce rescuer exposure to unevaluated slopes, the down route into Thundercreek 
basin was skier left of any run-out zones from north aspect chutes between the Notch and Slot. 
This was the haul out route for the subject. While in the Thundercreek basin, rescues kept a 
watch on these north chutes and eyes on all rescuers.  Once the subject and rescuers were out of 
the north basin, concern for avalanche activity was reduced as the exit route was well mapped 
out in low exposure terrain. 

King County Sheriff's Office was contacted for dispatching Search and Rescue units roughly 
13:00 and with the understanding that a skier had suffered two broken legs in the Slot Couloir. 
Initial hasty teams for avalanche hazard evaluation, subject assessment, and first aid were 
immediately dispatched into the field. Contact with subject was made within 2 hours with the 
assessment of life threatening injuries. Emergency first aid was provided to stabilize and 
transportation was performed with 62 SAR members across 3 counties (King, Pierce, 
Snohomish). Subject was successfully transported to advance care with no doubt that his 
fortitude and combined rescue resources saved a life.

Comments

Subject and partner were purposely descending the Slot Couloir on skis. They were taking turns 
skiing down and were on their second cycle when the avalanche occurred.  Subject began skiing 
into upper choke point of chute and triggered a 5-6" wind slab that broke wall to wall.  Partner 
was uphill of crown and unaffected by avalanche.  From the estimates of both the subject and 
partner, the wind slab immediately broke up into a high velocity sluff and entrained snow, 
providing no time to self arrest.  All the partner saw was a cloud of snow descending the slope.  
Subject was carried in the avalanche from trigger to appropriately 1,000 feet down slope where 
the Crooked and Slot couloirs intersect.  While in motion within the slide, subject remembers 
legs  being driven into the snow surface while the upper body continued downhill. More than 
likely this caused the pelvis fracture. Subject came to rest in the run-out unburied, but unable to 
move due to injuries. Partner skied down to subject to assess, provided aid/warmth, and then ski 
out to Notch return for cell coverage to call-in rescue assistance.  Due to low visibility and high 
winds, air transport was unfeasible.  Subject was eventually carried out by rescue teams.  The 
Slot couloir is on the north side of Snoqualmie Mt with road access from that side.  Subject was 
hauled back up the Notch from Thundercreek basin and then lowered on the south side of 
mountain before finally reaching the Alpental ski resort parking lot.
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Visual Overview
 Patient was injured with skiing 

“The Slot” couloir on the North 
side of Snoqualmie mountain 

 Patient was ended up NE of “The 
Notch” in Thunder Creek basin
 Near the exit of the “Crooked” 

couloir

 “The Notch” is the exit from the 
north facing basin

 An amazing lower and raise was 
accomplished to move the patient 
up to The Notch
 That effort is not covered here
 Those locations and path are 

approximations to help understand 
the travel

All slides and pictures courtesy of Andy Hill, King County SAR
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Thunder Creek Basin

 North side of Snoqualmie 
Mtn

 Slot is in the middle

 The Notch is on the far 
right 

 Patient ended up where 
Crooked meets Slot

 Great place to ski…

 …not a great place to get 
hurt
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Looking down the Slot Couloir 

Looking up the Slot Couloir 
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Alpental Weather Station Data
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